Friday, Janu-

Declaration of the Canadian Student
Education is a contributive social process, the essence of which is an expanding awareness of man's social and natural environment through dialogue and cooperative intellectual eHort. The principal goal of education is to serve society by developing the full
potential of all citizens as free, creative, thinking and acting human beings and therefore to serve--society by helpin.t to achieve equality of the essential conditions of human
living. The student must discover, examine and assimilat~ the knowledge of his environment and must develop the ability to cope with and transform it.

13th

The Canadian Student has the right. and duty to improve himself as a social being and
to contribute to the development of society by:

AT 5:00P.M.

a) expanding knowledge through research and the obiective analysis of existing
hypotheses and ideas and the formulation of others;
b) learning by sharing his perceptions and thoughts with his fellow citizens and
constructively criticizing theirs;
c) engaging in fundamental action, as an individual or in a group, to confront society
with discoveries and to promote consequent action to bring reforms into practice;
d) playing a full part in the life of the community as a citizen.
The Canadian Student has the right to establish democratic, repre~entative student associations. · Realizing that educational reform will not come in a vacuum or without a
continuous examination and possible transformation of societal values and institutional
arrangements, the associations must be free to ally themselves with other groups in
society wh;ch have similar aims.

RM.

1E1

CADAM

The Canadian Student is a member of a global society, with the right and duty to he
concerned about his fellow citizens, and with the responsibility to promote human
roghts and mutual understanding.
The Canadian Student, as a full member of the academic community and society, -has
the right and duty to participate in shaping an environment conducive t~ the accomplishment of these aims and to make basic decisions about the canditions and nature of
his in·tellectual activity and the goals served by educational institutions. The student has
the duty to assure that the educational system is accessible and democratic so that it
will serve the interests of the whole society. The Canadian Student has the right to be
free to continue his education without any material, economic, social or psychological
barriers, created by the absence of real equality of essential conditions.
Resolution passed at the 31st CUS Congress in London, Ontario and adopted as a standing resolution at the
CUS Congress at Guelph in September, 1968.
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Healey drafts policy on tenure

Vote yes on the
referendum for

adio Waterloo FM
EVENTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1969
Blow-Up, lEl, 10:30 p.m. after basketball game.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1969
Basketball at Carleton
Hockey at Osgoode
Swimming at University of Windsor
SUBOG dance TA 8:00 p.m. featuring Eddie Spencer and
the Mission Revue.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1969
lEI SUBOG movie, BLOW-UP, 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Seminary 201 Rehearsal for P & G

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1969
Wl English Pre Registration for English students,
4:30- 9:30 p.m.
Seminary 201 Rehearsals for P & G

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1969
Basketball at Ryerson
Volleyball vs. UniWat, TA
Basketball vs. UniWat, TA
Seminary 201 ~ Rehearsals for P & G, 7:00- 10:30 p.m.
2C8 CUSO Film, 8:00- 10:00 p.m.

Dr. Basiil Healey, Vice-President: Aoademic, released a draft
statement on appointment and
tenure. The statement provides
ilor probationary periods, tenure,
appo.intment, dismissal, and promotions.
Healey defined two strata of
sta•tus as a prO<fessor. One is probationary, the other tenure. According to the clause on probation, this period should not extend beyond five years. Nocmal
procedure is to make a two-year
contract to come under review
in December of the second year.
If it is decided not to extend
another two-year contract, "the
faculty membe·r shaH be w advised in writing no later than

the date on which contracts are
issued to remaining faculty members."
No mention was made of anyone having to go to graduate
school after two years of teaching to get a Ph .D.
Healey said some professors are
considered for pe:rmanent teaching while others oome in to do
a specific thing at a specific time.
"No insult is implied here. The
prtoblem is eased if we all know
why an individual is here."
Healey described the dismissal
clause as similar to the one of
the Canadian Association of University Teachers.
In case of what a faculty member feels to be u-njust denial of

Healey proposes two day orientation
Dean Neale Tayler tentatively
proposed a two-day orientation
period to consist of free and
open lectures.
The proposal, made to Educational Services last Thursday,
provides for lectures in all disciplines Monday and Tuesday.
There would be one day to make
final decisions with registration
on Wednesday afternoon.
Several interested students including John Varley and John
Kuti felt "two days are hardly
enough time when one has to be
committed for one or possibly
three years".
•

Council
passed a motion
Thursday night creating a committee to look into proposal
changes. Friday morning these
interested students went to Registrar Henry Dueck's office. He
explained all proposals were
only tentative.
'l'he alternate idea put forth by
Varley and Kuti was to set aside
two weeks for open lectures.
Varley outlined the plan: "Frosh
would be able to hear many lectures about the general nature
of each discipline and what
fields would be open. Secondly,
these would be regular classes

NEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1969
THE ORIGINAL

Economics 20 exam, 7:00 p.m., assigned rooms
Faculty Lounge (Sem Bldg.) Versus 7:30
Seminary 201 Rehearsals for P & G, 7:00 p.m.
Wl PreRegistration for English students

AHUT®AOAT
in sand, brushed leather
(genuine plantation crepe soles)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1969

~s
Of ENGlAND

2C8, Movie by Sport Parachute Club, 8:00 p.m.
Sex Education lecture cancelled till February 27th
lEI, International Nite, 7:00 p.m.
Seminary 201 Rehearsals for P & G.
TA, Programming for Advance Registration

MADE IN ENGLAND

(j)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1969
Give your broad a VALENTINE ! ! ! !
Basketball, TA, Brock vs. WLU, 8:00 p.m.
Hockey at Erie, Pennsylvania
Volleyball Finals at UniWat
Seminary 201 Rehearsals for P & G, 7:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1969
Basketball, TA, U of Guelph, 8:00 p.m.
Hockey at Erie, Pennsylvania
Volleyball finals at UniWat
Seminary 201 Rehearsals for P & G, 7:00 p.m.

Parr & Waller Shoes

>

READING WEEK FEBRUARY 17th • 22nd.

SAULT STE. MARIE
BOA D of EDU,CATION
Mr. Victor K. Harshaw, Assistant Superintendent
Mr. A. Mansell Chapman, Principal

, I

will be pleased to interview prospective candidates for teaching positions in Sault Ste.
Marie Secondary Schools on Thursday, February 13. Please contact your University Manpower Placement Office for interviews.

an increase in salary or prom.
tion, he may appeal til an alit
tration committee.
Healey also proposed a poli!7
regarding admissions to the b
terloo Lutheran University FaeuJ.
ty Counc.il. The policy states "anJ
person admitted by right a<a lr
culty member or by invitation 1
automatically a full member
This gives five students fuD
rights and responsibilitie 01
the Council.
Healey stressed he did not wai
to legislate what the Council doll,
but could only help to make the
way easier. "I will only legi bte
the way for studtmts to get m,'
he said. "It's not fair if the silo
dents and faculty have a work r
procedure for the administrati01
to legislate."

150 King W., Kitchener

SU'

745-7124

SPORTS & ACCESSORIES

495 Frederick St.
Kitchener, Ont.
Phone 745-1921

SPORTS RALLY
& RACING
EQUIPMENT

Amco accessories
Buco racing helmets
Cannon mats
Castrol oils
Duckham oils
Firestone racing tires
Formula Woodrim steering
wheel
Halda rally instruments
Jan speed performance &
racing
Les Leston accessories

Protex driving suits
Lucas driving lamps
Marchal driving lamps
Michelin radials
Peco performance exhausts
Pirelli radials
Raydyot driving lamps
Sah performance & racing
Smiths instruments
Tech-Del Minilite mag
wheels
"Personal Leather Wheels"

even though students would ..
yet be registered."
Students would haYe Frd
and the weekend to confer ~
professors with this method. U
there were a problem regardtD(
the limitation of classes, a stJ.
dent could get a note from t
professor giving him authoruation to register in that cJ:u;,
Henry Dueck saw some p
blems regarding the collection II
fees. Varley pointed out o
could collect these easily ,
lab fees to be paid later Dued
agreed this was feasible.
Dr. Healey was more concello
ed with the academic que t'
said Varley. "Although he hll
an open mind on the que 11 ~
he seemed to feel there was nol
too much sense in delaying re
tration a week."

MONTREAL

Hardial Bains]
Wedn€-sday night, Febrwy ~
a·t a Student Council metl
Council allocated $150 of Co
funds for a speaker, Hardial B.;;
under the auspices o.f Conn
Dave McLeod is respJnsible 11
an agent of Council for the Pllker. Mr. Bains is to be avail Ill!
to address several of the p
Sci Classes to explain his Ma.1·
ist - Leninist views. He has taugk
at t:he University of Dublin uj
~t U_BC. The proposal to bnuc
m tht-s speaker was made by tiii
Wa-terl,oo Student Movemeal
which has a patel'nal relation 9
with the "internationalists" 1M
is part of the Canada Stuh
Movement. Baim; will speak 111
the role of grou}M) and 50011
change.

ence - an
disruptions
flion of its
The proceedin
ed vi·a closed
~he one-build

La Vogue
Ladies' & Sports Wear
10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

* two
full floors of the
latest fashions
* the
store where you ta
find nationally advertised
items

* cate-rinJ!
to the Univerntt
and business girl
IT'S SMART TO
SHOP

La Vogue

votes.
g~hle

V'O<ters
the union by 1,
leoV'C' it at 23

745-9761

BRITISH CAR SERVICE

in the heart of downtown
Kitchener

131 King St. W.

UNIVERSI TV BILLIARDS LTD.
Corner of University and King Street

VOL. NINE

"WHERE SPORTSMEN CONVENE"
LADIES WELCOME
HOT, LUNCHES AVAILABLE

Open Daily to Midnight

et lea:-;t."

demise by ue1;un
ti()al organization
aims and obj
ple Jt was wppos
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FM radio with UniWat a possibility
Student reprfsentatives for the
Ra<lio Waterloo project presentoo WLU's Student Council with
a repoct: pro:l>()Sing the leasing
of ailr time on the sta•Lioo by
WLU. The station will be managed by students of WLU aoo the
U of W with the purpose of serving tJhe university audience.
At tthe Council meeting of JanUatry 30, the m..tjor consideration
was t!he f·inancial feasab~Hty of
the scheme. Ray Turner, Student
Coundl Bu.siness Manager, asked
what the complications would be
for WLU if the project proved
too costly and we wishoo to ter·
minate our end of the project.
"Then it would be tense for
the U of W," said Jerry Moellenkemp, President of bhe Broadcasting AssociaMon at the U of W.
..Any arrangements made must
be specified in a brief a.nd these
woul<l have to be adhe·red to. The
U of W plans to b r o a d c a s t
through the examination period

ed he did not
wha·t the Council d
only help to mak<'
. "I will only lcgisl
for students to get i
''It's not f-air if the
faculty have a v.ork
for the administrat

and through bhe summer, bt~t if
WLU does not, it will not have
to pay the transmitter costs for
these periods. Our m~jor concern
is gathering support for the pro·
ject, for if it :falls through now,
chanees are tha·t we'll never get
another chan-ce for a licence."
John Kubi, Senior Class VieePresident, askoo how many students have access bo an FM radio
in the area. "This woul<l not be
too much of a problem," said
Moellenkemp, "many states are
niQiw making it law to have FM
units installed in hi-fi units."
Turner questioned the exact
amount of money the project
would cost each school. "Tile U
of W has pledged 10,600 dQJlars
toward the pro.ject to date," Moellenkemp said. "The cost for
WLU's share would be about
5,000 dollars to cover initial costs
and about 3,000 dollars for maintenance each year after tmat."
Ray Turner said these prices
seemed reasonable bttt student

financial SU!}piO>rt woul(} be neoo00. Turner suggestoo if the Student Activity fee was raised 50
cents llii5 should cover the cost
of maintenan~ . It wa5 suggested a referendum be held to detevmrine if students would be in
favour of such a move. Mike Pellow said after the meeting, "when
you C()nsi<ler the small personal
benefH that studen-ts receive from
the fifteen dollar fee for sports,
the 50 cents is a small price to
pay for the radio which could be
used by the entire university."
Ku.ti raised bhe question of the
problem of filling air time. Moellenkemp said, "The station will
be on the air for possibly eight or
ten hours a day. We expect that
the programming responsibilities
would be in proportion of the
student bodies. However, since
many programs such as music
would be of interest to all, the
amount of air time eaeh university would receive is of no great
concern. We would spHt bhe

prime time (supper hours a'lld af·
ter eight) and announcement.s
would be made for each sch.ool."
Bill Ballard, President of Stu•
dent C o u n c i 1, asked if sports
would be presented on the radio.
"Since bobh universities have
spo·rts programs whieh are more
oc less Qffset, each should be
able to have its important games
broo<lca5t. We plan to cover hoc·
lrey, football and basketball, al•
though this would be a minor part
()f the programming."
Pellow said. "Most of the stu.
dcnt.s do not like the music he·
ing presented at the loeal sta·
tions which caters to an audience
either older or younger and with.
diffe·rent tastes. ':"he university
students would decide what they
wanted bo hear "n this station.
We hope to include in our programming a well balanced music
program , feature.s on special spea·
kers, sports and unive·rsity news.
The station would be an asset tG
the entire university."

WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
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Admin may negot1ate at Sir George Williams
Bains?
committee pl.a.nned a morn·s.;icm with no live audi
- an attempt to war(} off
that f1orced cancella•>l its last session J•a n. 29.
proceedings will be televisvia clo>ed circuit through()ut
one-building school.
1
were indications of a
in the administration's
~!onday. Though it inhearings mu<>t go on , the
on has implied it is
to discuss the five demands
by the 300 students occuthe key ninth-floor computprincipal D.mglas Burns
and academic vwe-princi-

Vogue
& Sports Wear
0% STUDENT
DI SCOUNT

S SMART TO
SHOP

Vogue

pa[ John O'Brien said Monday
they are interested in a "viable
alternative" to the hearing com·
mtHee. However they in5ist that
such an a1ternative must arrive
from the meeting<> between the
contending parties - Prof. Perry
Anderson, accused of racism by
six black students, and the students involved . The administration will Il!Oit initiate any such
meetings.
The administrators also said
they are not interested in punitive action or reprisal actions
against the occupants and s-aid
arrangements could be worked
out for academic time lost.
H o.wever, the important issue
of criminal charges laid against
three blacks by O'Brien is still
to be resolved. The charges are
now the property (}{ the court
and O'Brien s.aid on Monday he
could no.t make any unilateral
decision to drJop them. He did
say he is willing to negotiate
about them, but implied it would

be contigent on when the occupation ended.
Three blacks, Enoll ThomM,
Kennedy Frederick and an unname<l person, are charged with
exto·rtion, conspiracy to forcibly
obtain a signed st<rtement, and
.fo.rcible detention.
Maximum sen•ence for the
three charges totals 33 years.
A newspaper war ha5 developed at the school ove·r th·e issue.
The Georgian, twice-weekly studen newspaper generally sympathetic to Lhe occupation , has glone
daily for the duration o.f the cri·
sis. It has b c·en joined on the
stands by an intennittent publication called Statement, paid for
by the admini stration and written by some students and faculty
members.
S~atement has appeared three
time-s in \;he la.;t week with chronicles o.f events and administrative and faculty statements.
Administration st.rategy in the

crisis is rea<lily becoming apparent. So long a5 the computers are
not harmed, they are content to
allow the occupation to continue.
The hearings, if they are not
disrupted, will continue, but can
hardly fa·il to produce an inc{)nclusive report since the· aceusers
will not show up oo press Lheir
case.
When the inconclusive report
is table(}, speculation run.s, the
administration wi.ll then call for a
new committee, this time one
agree·a ble to the parties eoncerned.
In that way, it will avoid
a publicly humiliating dis;;olution of the committee and still
accede to it.s reconstitution.
It is now up to the occupiers
whether they will allow this process to continue or try in some
way to stop continuation of the
present committee's hearings.
Elsewhere in Lhe school, the

:f.iaculty has voted overwht-lming
support for the administration
position and voted confidence in
O'Brie-n.
Councillors lef·t their offices
after several hours when their
ninth-floor compatriots asked
them to, saying the council occu·
patiQn would just confuse the issues. They moved in early Satur·
day morning in order tQ f{)rce the
re~ignations of the student conn•
cil and said they would like a
student government that i.s wil·
ling to "confront" the adimini~tra·
tiQil
Thomas, meanwhile, has been
remanded to preliminary hearings on Feb. 14 to face his share
of the criminal charges. arising
from an incident in O'Brien's of·
fice when black students alle-ged·
ly forced him to sign an apolo•
gy over a confusion with a lettel'
he sent to Ander::,on.

CUS strength n w minimal with loss of UniWat
\\"as dea1t a major blmv
ate l:l<';S of the referendum

Umversity of Waterloo on
3. UniWat is the home
o[ Peter W arr~an The
was only decided after
!l'rounts whieh confirme<l
that CUS was out by 17
28.6 per rent {)f 8,772 el:ioters turned owt to reject
onion by 1,173 to 1,156 an<l

"CUS membership today is less
than 30 per cent o.f eligible institutions."

ing in CUS and other faculti<l\5
split clR~ely.

"Last week's decision by the
five s ·t u dent groups was not
brought abQut by ultra-c{)nservatism . The death blow to CUS was
struck at its last annual meeting when resoluti•ons were approved condemning U.S. imperia-lism and oapitali!.1m, and poot·
ers of Mao Tse-tung were hung
in the convention hall."

a CUS strong.hold and the cam-

John Be rgsma, President of the
Student Federation of the University of Waterl•o•o, said, "CUS
has its problems but it's hard to
find a viable alternative." Bergsma said, "I don't think we'll have
another referendum on this ques~ion at present."

745-9761
heart of down town
Kitchener

31 Ki ng St. W.

by becoming sueh a poli;lnization that it forgot its
and objectives, and th-e pe().
~as supposed 1Jo represent."

Engineers vote<l almoSt 3 to 2
for wi~hdt·awing from bhe union
- -they aco~untoo for 28 per cent
of the voting turnout - while
mabh and arts opte<l .for remain-

Waterloo had been consid-ered
paigning was low-key. Bergsma
commented "the results are
inconclusive - it ~tows stu<lcnts
feel there is a ne-oo for a national student union, but \:h-ere are
()rganizationa•l or othe-r weak.nesses in CUS."
The referendum was called by
former oou.ndl pt•e••ident Brian
Iler in O<.'tobcr. a mon•bh befo·re
Bergsma bea,t Ilerr in a specia'l
election.
Although some campu,s ra<licals
were disar>pointcd former council vicc-pre.-;idt.•nt Tom Pa.lterson
commented:
"My con()('rn is the cl'elation
of a revoltttionary movement.
something a consenslts organization like CUS cannot be. I see
no real loss in the d-efeart of CUS
at Waterloo.''

11
~

!·~

J

p'hoto by GTand(ieTd

With loss of president Warrian's home
campus, CUS may have to revise its policies

'I

\
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eontinued assistanoo frot
dents of Waterloo Luth
ity in the yeai'S
.\rain, many many t
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Update WLU with FM radio
Since the beginning of the school year, a small group
at the University of Waterloo and Waterloo Lutheran
has been working diligently on a project which could
be a major breakthrough in the field of student com·
munications in this area. For the first time, the univer.
sity community within the Kitchener-Waterloo area
would have a comprehensive means of information and
a readily available source of enjoyment. The medium
by which all this would take place is Radio Waterloo
FM - a project which we are carrying out in conjunc·
tion with the University of Waterloo.
However if the student body at WLU does not act
decisively ~iid positively, this voice _could be muzzle~
before the project gets off the drawmg board. Once 1t
is lost another chance will not be given to the students.
Th~ local commercial stations deal with a large
heterogeneous mass whose tastes in entertainment, J?ews
and sports are vastly different from those of a umve~
sity orientated body. This is where the proposed Rad1o
Waterloo FM will have a marked advantage.
Serving a unified body whose interests are the same,
the new FM station would be run by the students of
·the two universities. The programs on the new station
would be selected after taking into account the various
needs and interests of the student bodies of the two
universities. The students themselves would be able to
choose the types and the quality of the programs they
will hear.
The benefits of WLU's having a FM radio station at
its diRposal are manifold. First, a large volume of re·
cords which are in high demand and of high aesthetic
value do not usually receive sufficient air time on the
local stations to interest the university population. This
is due to the fact that the local stations temper most of
the prime- hours to suit the tastes of their teenage audience. Since "On Campus" is no longer aired, there is
really little besides boredom to induce the university
student to listen to these stations.
The local stations also could not hope to air enough
news which is pertinent to the university community.
The new FM station hopes to install a tele-type for this
purpose. The FM station would also be in contact with
the other news channels of the university community.
Students would hear of administrative notices immed·
iately and hear class cancellations before they left for
classes in the morning. Also, by doing this the Cord
Weekly would have more room to do an in d~pth anal~sis
of the news which really concerns the university community. Much of this news now has to be ignored for
financial limitations of space alone.
The new FM station would reach the university com·
munities of Waterloo and Guelph. This would draw the
existing university community closer together and all
the students can really become involved in the life of the
university. Much of this life is ignored now through the
fact that students haven't the chance to be totally informed.
However, this new F:M: station will only be feasible if
the students of WLU sanction a 50 cent increase of the
Student Activity Fee. When you compare this to such
other portions of the fee now levied - for example the
ten some odd dollars which goes towards athletics and then look at the little benefit you get from them the
amount to be levied for the station seems small indeed.
If the FM station is voted down on the referendum WLU
will have lost a_n opportunity which won't and c~n't be
offered again.

WANTED: An effective method
of hiring and firing professors
and an up - to - date system of
tenure at WLU.

Dear Students:

,.

f

l

f)hoto by At'kiu

This is not the only view of WLU that's distorted.

Care,
(Find, Talk) with .•• Have
around this campus
the sad faces? with ~adness in
:rou missed in life
cherish and love and
How can you find
1s no one open
inter-personal
:rou? Do you try?
fmd the loveliness
that this kind of
make unless you
reach out and
tare if you only let
is no bitterness or
hearts.
We have found

Liquor everywhere and not a drop to drink
The liquor regulations on this campus
are archaic. We don't have a campus pub
where students can relax with· their
friends. We aren't allowed to drink in
the residences without fear of senseless
fines and expulsion. And when you con·
sider it takes almost divine intervention
to get a revision of this sort at WLU,
it makes you wonder what conception
the administration of WLU has of the
average student. But what can the average student do about thiR? About the
only thing available is to be aware of this
denial of social rights and become informed of a method to revise them. The
WLU student body is allowed to do this
and should make the most of the opportunity.
The Progressive Conservative Club of

The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and members of the Administration, but
please remember these things:
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors reserve the right to shortett lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Monday afternoon.

An open letter
to Dean Nichols
Mi&ter Nichols,
I am a freshman at this uni·
versi.ty which may be the reason
f'Or my sensitive behaviour. I find
myself w1th a disheartening and
disquieting judgment to make
about the food at this university.
Whenever someone has said bhat
the food at this university is pure
crap at ttmes I agree with that
pe.rson, but ove·r the past two
consecutive weeks I have :llound
sevell'al objec·ts within 1Jha1t vet·y
pure crap. To name several HAIR, STRING, and today the
latest 00: my finds was a ground
piece of GLASS.
How much longer must the
student body of thlis university be

WLU is presenting a liquor sympo'
on February 8, 1969 at 10 :00 a.m.
lEl. The topic will be liquor law ref
in Ontario. This is one opportunitr w~
should not be paqHed by. It's open t ·
student body (and anyone else that's
terested).
The speakers are experts in '"
fields. Should the age of drinking
lowered in Ontario and should liquor
sold in grocery stores are two of the o~
tions which will be examined. Krow'
the facts preRented at this meetircr wo
allow you to drink in residence ~nll
can't even guarantee a student pub
campus for the effort. HoweYer. i!
progress is to be made, it will onlv co
when people who are armed with •
facts decide to speak out. We urge stm
student support of the liquor symposi.

subjected to the kind o! p100r and
unfortunate actions of the kitch·
en Sltaff, OR the type of food that
is being sent to t·his school from
other sources.
I respect your integrity and
judgment In ma~ters such as this
and hope that this will not be the
la~t myself or fellow students
hear of t:his matter.
DWIGHT COPELAND
47 East Hall

Right forest
wrong tree
Dear Ron:
Congratulations, your recent
editorial "Goodbye" exhibited the
editorial policy of the Cord while
under your control. Lt is unfortunate that university students
as a whole lead a narrow life so pictured in your editorial. The
sarcasm published by the Cord
was unfortunately dismissed by
the majority of students and I
would like to believe that this
apathy'is caused by sociological
reasons. Waterloo Lutheran's student body consists of upper and
upper-middle class people. Gener·
ally speaking these classes are
apathetic to seeking change and
their only interest)ies in self satisfaction. Attempt to change something that please these classes
and watch their reaction.
It is my opinion that you did
·an admiJ:able job as the Cord edi-

tor. However I am concerned •
you feel that your work mean•
little to your readers. Perh,
more positive position (in
words less sarcasm) will be
ployed by future Cord edito!l
in a test to see a more po
reaction. Sarcasm appeals tor.
tive emotions and thus IE
Should people be afraid to
up the Cord for fear of b!
chided?
Kind Regards.
Respectfulh
GEORGE ST

Thanks from
big brother
Dear Students,
Thank you for the cheque
$4,932.64 for Shinerama '68
Shinerama '68 was a t~EID<
ous success in every aspect.
know I speak for our assoc; t
members when I say that a l ·
effol't was put into the pro
by al·l students to make 1t
a success.
With the financial asS!.i:
provided through Shinerama.
have been able to pay a subst.l
ial portion off the mortgag
Big Bmther House. Of ot
wil•hout the support of Sl:
ama, the-re would be no Bi;
ther House.
I hope I can look forward
(Continued on page 5)

The question of
dom is once more
1100 at WLU.
Dr. Russell Kirk,
eon crvative
llld lecturer, ut>•"u:;::;e
ic Freed.om and
c:ence·• in lEl on
Dr. Kirk
111d obligations of
dents and faculty at a
"The university is a
t:r of scholars." he
eommon intellectual
purpo es. There are j
lefllor m.embers of the
ty who. e interests are
ed There should be
ef interest between
ltration, the faeuUy
ltudcnts."
Kirk de·scribed the
I juniol.' partner or a
er. "If he didn't
he wouldn't go
Ktrk said. "The
learned enough
lime to run the
be hould be
IUmption that the
eongenital boob is not

Suzanne takes
to her place
you can hear
you can stay
And you know
but that's why
and she feeds
that come all
Just when you
that you have
she gets you
and she lets
that you've al
And you
you want to
and you kno
because you
body
with your
JeHus was a s
when he wal
and he spent
from a lone
and when he
only drowning
he said all
until the sea
but he himself

~
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assistance from the stuWaterloo Lutheran Uniin the years to come.
many many thanks to
participating in the
Projoot, a s p e c i a 1
the book store sales
their contribution.
IIK'k in yQUr fiinal exams.
DAVID J. FLOYD
Executive Director.

want a girl •••

photo by .1t

- Care, - Laugh, ... Have you walked
campus and seen all
faces? - smiling faces
· in their eyes. Have
in life someone to
and love and respect?
can you find this if there
1! open enough to have an
relationship with
you try? You will not
loreliness and warmth
kind of friendship can
anless you let your feelings
>Ut and touch. Everyone
dyou only let them. There
.tterness or malice in our
have found something -

drink
uor s,·n~l"
10:00 n
uor law r
ort.u nit
It's open tc
ne else that'

not only between ourselves but between others too. We are standing on the ground together. Why
not stand with us?

P.S. Are you one of us!
Concerned.

Attention warts
Dear Edi:to.r,
Would you bring it to the attenUan of uhe four d r u n k e n
WARTS who vis1ted 431 Hazel
St., Apt. 4 on Monday, January
27, 1969, that we wQ.uld like ~hem
to return the following items
which they stole. (a) one pound
bac()n, (b) one tube tooth paste,
(c) one j·ar onion salt, (d) one
jar Salad Supreme, (e) ()oe good
deck of playing oards, (f) one
large ashtray, (g) two jugs of
milk at 40 cents each and (h) one
blue and yellow plaid blanket.
(Tom's uncle is cold and we're
hungry!)
ANGERED

SUBOG needs help
Door Editor,
The purpose of this leiter is
to ask for assistanc·e from the
students of WLU. Starting on

May lllUh thi.'IO<ugh Ma.y 11tih, WLU
and tr of W will be holding a
Block Boo k i n g Entertainment
Conference. The conference involves all Canadian Universities
and the North American States
Univers1ties. Twenty top line entevtainers w~~l be here during the
conference.
Anyone interested in assisting
in the organiza-tion of the conference is needed. Committees are
IliO<W being organized to deal with
such a,speol:s of the conference as
Entertainment, DispLays, Secretaries, Accomm()odation for 500
klids, Food, Transp()rtati()on, Lo·
cal Publicity, Registra•tion, Nationa•l Publicity, Staging, Lighting, Pr&grammes, and Premail .• ,
Since we would like a successful conference we are looking for
people with a great deal of time
to spare. I think that this conference involves many things of interest to mal)y students and I
hope that a g~ood response will
result from this letter. Anyone
interested should leave his
name in the SUBOG mailbox in
the SUB ()or drop by the SUBOG
office.
Thank you for your interest.
GEORGE STAN
KATHY DAWE
SUBOG

Russel Kirk lecture uninspiring

the studemt as
or a prQ.bationdidn't need guidance
go to university,"
"The student hasn't
and hasn't enoogh
run the university, but
be consulted. The asthat the student is a
boob is not true."

Kirk c1ted three rights f()or the
student.
"The stude-nt should be immune from indoctrination by
professors and should not be
made a victim of ideological passion. He should be immune from
incivility and he should be immune from busyness and have
time for wisdom, reflection, contemplation and conversation."
".!Jut there is no such thing
as a unilateral right," Kirk said.
"Every right has a corresponding
duty."
"The student's first duty is to
study and reflect to make himself worthy of the community,
not a passive vassal. He should
respect true authority and learn
from learned men. The student
should also refrain from ideolo·
gical passions."
Kirk said he is in favor of student activism, but "activism o:f
the mind, not the body."
"College is a place of preparation and reflection," he said.
"Action comes later in life. By
encouraging action now, action
later becomes futile because there

are no ideas to build on."
Kirk said there were also three
rights for the professor The first
is a freedom :£rom eoxternal pres·
sures.
"The professor should be able
to carry on a discourse that would
not be prudent in the marketplace," he said.
Kirk said the professor should
also be free from internal pressures of students and fellow professors. He cited several cases
where colleagues were fired for
undemocratic ideas, immorality
or where they "deviated from the
prejudices of the institution."
"Thinking is painful in the
academy and innovators are often
pushed out for some of the old
professors ma have to change
their lecture notes."
The third right of l!he professor is immunity fmm the administration, such as the claim that
a faculty member d,(}esn't suit the
image of the university or is
against its inteorests.
"The faculty members also
have three corresponding duties,"

Words
by Ray Smith
In September 1968, first year students were required
to take a set of academic ability tests. In spite of their
high sounding title, what they in fact tested was the
individual's likelihood of success through the normal
achievement channels. In itself a harmless, and even,
quite a good idea. Like most good ideas, howeve~, it had
a dirty-end and sure enough someone grabbed 1t.
That someone was the Rev. Richard Urdahl. He apparently mistook the results of the tests to be a measure
of creativeness or intelligence or both. He made the suggestion that those with high scores be allowed compl~te _
freedom to structure their own courses in co-operation
and with the advice of the professors concerned.
Dean Taylor's response to this was to say he thought
it a good idea, but it would be best not to do anythi~g
about it for the time being because the faculty was m
no mood to accept any more new ideas.
At the time, I criticised Urdahl's suggestion on the
following grounds. The students who took the tests were
not warned in advance that his would be the system,
making it more comfortable for some. Students under
this plan would, because they pagsed a test (an exam)
be freed from the tyranny of imposed structure and
exams. It seems a little strange, to say the least, an
exam be used as a criterion for such freedom. The idea
is inconsistent with the purpose of tests. To be consistent, one would have to say that those that achieved high
scores should have a more tightly structured programme
and more exams. Yes, that is crazy. The point is that
those tests are meant to predict how a student will do
under the present system not as a basis for a new one.
I bring this up now, so long after the event for two
reasons. First, in answer to my first criticism it was suggested that the Urdahl plan be implemented next year
and students be told what the effect of success would
be. Now I ask you! Streaming "according to abilitv" in
a university! The present misunderstood honours· and
general division is quite bad enough.
Two, as part of the reason why liberals (especially
those with a small 'I') are in general not to be trusted.
As seen in this example, they tend to have a greater
con~ern for people than for critical thinking. This is
their strength. Indeed, a good many so called' revolutionaries and radicals could do with a touch of their
humanity. It is also what makes them most dangerous.
Now, a few words for poor old Fred Nichols. I remember p~or old Fred pointing out, in orientation week, that
what IS most important is not that the students do not
drink, but that the students do not get caught. What a
shame, Fred, someone's been caught. Incidently, a fine
may be a deterent to the student who has not yet been
caught (though I doubt it). It is very definitely a punishment to those who are fined.
Kirk said. "They should impart
the body of knowledge and they
should be tolerant and temperate. The professor is not a doctrinaire."
The professOT also should believe in some personal form of

truth. "If you don't believe in
tmbh, what is the value of pvofessing? It becomes merely a
technical operation," he said.
Dr. Kirk was brought to WLU
by the Cultural Affairs Commit-

tee.

Suzanne takes you down
anne takes you down
her place near the river,
can hear the boats go by
can stay the night beside her.
you know that she's half crazy
that's why you want to be there
she feeds you tea and oranges
come all the way from China.
when you mean to tell her
you have no gifts to give her,
get~ you on her wave-length
she lets the river answer
you've always been her lover.
And you want to travel with her,
ou want to travel blind
nd you know that she can trust you
cause you've touched her perfect
body
with your mind.
wag a sailor

he walked upon the water
he spent a long time watching
a lonelv wooden tower
when he. knew for certain
drowning men could see him
all men will be sailors then
the sea shall free them,
he himself was broken

long before the sky would open,
forsaken, almost human,
he sank beneath your wisdom like a
stone.
And you want to travel with him,
you want to travel blind
and you think maybe you'll trust him
because he touched your perfect body
with his mind.
Suzanne takes your hand
and she leads you to the river,
she is wearing rags and feathers
from Salvation Army counters.
The sun pours down like honey
on our lady of the harbour
as she shows you where to look
among the garbage and the flowers,
there are heroes in the seaweed
there are children in the morning,
they are leaning out for love
they will lean that way forever
while Suzanne holds the mirror.
And you want to travel with her
and you want to travel blind
and you're sure that she can find yoa
because she's touched her perfect body
with her mind.
~
-LEONARD. COHEN

Photo by MoxTey
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Pres candidates s eak on current issues
John Kuti

communication within its own
structure.
CORD: Do you feel that student
council has been led down the
garden path by placing too much
trust in the faculty and the administration?
Kuti: No, I don't think it's
been led down the garden path.
You've got to assume some degree of trust if you're going to
have a university community. You
can't have an effective body when
the factions are divided. But I
think one of the things you can
do is take an active part so that
you know what is going on. I
don't think you're ever led down
the garden path when you know
what is happening.

CORD: What do you feel the
basic philosophy of this year's
'ouncil has been?
Kuti: I think the basic philosophy of this year's council has been
co-operation with the administration and involvement with the
student body in an affairs that
relate to them - that is both academic and social. I think council
has done a real good job of setting up a very efficient organization and a firm base for real involvement.
CORD: If elected, do you intend
to follow the philosophy of this
year's council, and if you do not
intend to follow the philosophy
of this year's council what philosophy do you propose? Apply
your chosen philosophy to an
area which is currently of major
student concern at this university.
Kuti: I agree with most of the
basic philosophy of this year's
council. In fact I've been one of
the strongest supporters of the
executive that has been in this
year's council. I think the faculty
rept·esentatives that are now sitting on the faculty council is one
major area which we as council
have done this year. Now that
these people are sitting on the
faculty councp , and there are
people sitting on departmental
councils which is also an important area, I think student council
should serve as a resource to provide these representatives with
the information necessary to make
an effective contribution to the
vat·ious problems which they have
to deal with as members of these
councils.
CORD: How do you feel a more
effective system of problem communication can be established at
this university in regards to the
administration, the faculty and
the student body?
Kuti: I talked to Dr. Hcaley
about this and there -is a problem
of communication between the
faculty and the student body. I
think it has been improved greatly with the administration and
the student body. The group that
is left out the most is the faculty.
It seems to be missing the most
communication. Perhaps the answer to this would be a student
council and an administration
fomm for students and faculty to
come and question the administration about such things as activity on the various committees.
If held e\·ery week, this forum
would be effective.
Another good idea would be to
establish a· faculty government
which would provide an executive
which the faculty could go to for
various questions of campus activity. This would improve the

CORD: One of the major problems as president is uniting the
conservative and radical elements
on council. How do you propose
to deal with this problem to push
through much needed legislation?
Kuti: I don't think that the
conservative and radical element
exist on campus in that sense. If
you know what a real radical is
and a real conservative is you
would see that they do not really
exist on council . I would say that
most of them fall in the Social
Democrat area. I don't think that
union is that great a problem
here. The radicals on campus are
responsible students and they
want to get involved. The greatest movements the radicals have
had on campus were to support
measures council has been pushing for. For example, the radical
moyement supported the departmental representation, it supported the departmental representation, it supported alternatives in representation, it was
a major voice in deciding the
philosophy department's representation, and it also supported
the teach-in which I am head ofI wouldn't classify myself as a
radical. I went down to the SDS
convention in Michigan to see
what radicals were like and I've
come to the conclusion that there
are no real radicals o'n campus.
CORD: Are you in favour of a
Student Union pub on campus
and liquor in the residences? If
so, how would you implement
these actions?
Kuti: I think a pub on campus
is a very good idea, and I think
it could be implemented quite
·effectively by setting aside an
area in the Union Building. A
show of proof could quite. easily
regulate it. As for liquor in the
residences, perhaps there could
be floors set aside for those who
are 21 and .over. This would pose
a greater problem of course, but
I feel it could be dealt with.
CORD: Considering the CUS national convention at Guelph, Sept.
1968, and the Convention on Student Unionism held at WLU, what
role should WLU play in Canada's university community as a
whole?
Kuti : I think we should play the
role of leader and I think that we
have done this quite effectively
this year. WLU, Carleton and
Windsor sponsored the Convention on National Unionism and I
think the things that came out of
that meeting were very workable,
very effective and very interesting. In the situation today I think
we should try to strengthen OUS
s.ince .CUS is falling apart due to
poor leadership and policies. I
would like to see strong national
union but I don't think this would
be possible now seeing the problems that CUS is having. Strong
regional unions appear to be the .

immediate answer, with meetings
held among the leaders of these
area unions.
CORD: Why are you running
for the presidency of student
council?
Kuti: I don't want to see the
things that have been accomplished to date die. I am very
firmly committed to education
and I hope to improve this area.
I think there are a great many
things to do at WLU and that
need to be done. I think that I
could do them.
CORD: Name one incident in
this school year when you have il·
lustrated the ability to act efficiently and correctly to carry out a
decision which would have some
considerable influence on the current policies of either the administration, the faculty or the stu·
dent body as a whole.
Kuti: This would probably concern the new BA progt·am change.
I sit on the Academic Advisory
Council and the first BA proposal
brought in came from Dr. Koenig.
I felt that this showed no real
improvement, so I prepared an
alternative. Dr. Healey said that
this alternative did a great deal
to pressure Dr. Taylor to present
his BA proposal which I supported whole heartedly.

Lauren Marshall

were started this year and they
have to be followed up. As far as
problems go, this seems to be a
conservative university. There is
a lot of apathy here, but there
are a few fields which are of
general interest. One of these is
the quality of education and the
improving of this by further
course evaluation and communication. In some instances, I feel
the administration has treated the
faculty unfairly. This is in regards
to some instances in the firing of
a professor. We should not lead
the faculty in such a case, but we
should be prepared to back it.
CORD: How do you feel a more
effective system of problem communication can be established at
this university in regards to the
administration, the faculty and
the student body?
Marshall: There has been an attempt at more communication
this year, but this has to be improved on quite a bit. With the
faculty reps on council you'll
have more people voicing an opinion. With having representatives
on the faculty council, I feel the
faculty will be more aware of how
students feel. I think at the beginning of the school year the
faculty was not aware of how the
students felt. They (the facuHy)
came to council with the impression that they would be facing a
bunch of starry-eyed radicals who
were ready to "burn the buildings." I feel council should be
more responsive to students,
again more representatives should
help this situation out. I think
effective communication with the
administration is yet to come. If
we can unite with the facult y and
approach the administration as a
unified body we should be able
to get more response. We must
work wHh the administration but
there are some administrati,·e
changes that must be made first.
CORD: Do you feel council has
been led down the garden path by
placing too much trust in the faculty and the administration?

CORD: What do you feel the
basic philosophy of this year's
student council has been?
Marshall: I believe the basic
philosophy of this year's student
council has been change, but
change in a constructive manner.
I think this yeat··s council has
taken a very constructive attitude
toward change and has come up
with some very necessary legislation . However, this year's council cannot take credit for everything that happened this year as
a great deal of it was coming. lit
was just a matter of the right
people being there to implement
it. We must accept the obligations and responsibilities that
have gone along with these changes that have been made to carry
them on into the future. We must
also try to carry on the attitude
of co-operation and enthusiasm.

Marshall : That question I think
isn't a very sensible question. I
think that we aren't being led by
anyone outside of council. Don't
you think that the faculty and
the administration have the same
fears about us? That night the
faculty came to council it generally felt that we were a bunch
of radical nuts. I believe that if
each group treats the other with
honesty and respect none of this
will happen. If they've pulled
something over on us they know
that it'll come back on them and
they don't want any problems.

a pub on campus. The atmo p
with friends would be much
ter and it would be a lot
coming home. I feel if
want to drink that 1s their
In residence the problem is
ficult as you have prople
and under twenty-one on the
floor. As archaic as our I.laws are, they still apply.
student has to accept the
sibility and I feel th1s respo
ity must be afforded h1m.
national convention at G. .
Sept. 1968, and the Conventitft•
Student Unionism held 11 WL
what role should WLU plly
Canada's university community•
• whole?
Marshall: The main idea
came out of the Com·enti011
Student Unionism was to
your provincial unions st
rather than the national. P
through stronger proyinc1al
ions you can have a stronger
tional union. I believe OCS h
be strengthened to present
mands to Toronto. The stu
council presidents could gt'l
gether every month to exc
ideas and establish common
forms which would ben~fit
majority of universities. To
a strong whole )OU mu t ba
strong constituants.

Marshall: I've been in cou
for three years and I\e seen
group go from a sort of a .
man group to a group that
really pertinent to Wl.l' 1
been told that I'm orgam
believe that with my expem
I can represent the student
open to people's id~as. The p
dent should be approathable
I think that I'm approacha~ t
can delegate authority.
CORD: Name one incident
school year in which you hm
lustrated the ability to act tlfO
ently and correctly to cmy fll
a decision which would have 10111
considerable influence on tht c•
rent policies of either the •elm•
stration, the faculty or the sh,..
body as a whole,
Marshall: I think by w.nti
only one instance vou are
rowing it down quiie a bit.
year through council I've bee a
part of all the things that
has done. I was on the commi'
negotiating for reps on fa<
council. This has been the la!
step which council has l~hn t
year.

CORD: One of the major problems as president is uniting the
conservative and radical elements
on council. How do you propose • · .
to deal with this problem to pusA
through much needed legislation?

CORD: If you are elected, do
you intend to follow this philosophy ·and. if you do not intend to
follow this council's philosophy,
what philosophy would you propose? How would you apply your
philosophy to an area which is
currently of major student con·
cern?

Marshall: When you say conservatives and radicals, I don't
think there is that much of a
range on campus. I don 't think
that there are any more hard-core
conservatives on this campus than
there are hard-core radicals. I
believe that most students are basically idealists, most students
want basically the same ends. I
think a lot of the difference in
the radical and conservative philosophies is the approach they use
to achieve their ends. I believe if
you take a mature approach and
discuss everything openly, you
won't have this problem. You ;p;~/
always going to alienate a minority, but if you get what the majority wants, you are serving your
purpose.

Marshall : As far as philosophy
goes, I'm an idealist as I think
most students are, but my brand
of idealism calls for constructive
criticism. A lot of the beginnings

CORD: Are you in favour of a
Student Union pub on campus
and liqu'or in the residences? If
so how do. you propose to implement these actions?

Dave King

King: I believe its ba ic
osophy has been
with the administration and
(Contmued <m puye 11
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ssues esponsibility, firm leadership stressed
I'm all in favour of
!campus. The atmosphe1
would be much bet
I feel if people
that is their right.
the problem is dif·

to acct"pt the responI feel this responsibil
be afforded him.
convention at Guelph
and the Convention on
onism held at WLU,
should WLU ph1y In
university community at

all: rve been in council
years and I've !;Cl'n th
from a sort of a Yf'l
p to a group that 11
to WLU. 1
that rm organized. I
at with my t"xpericnre
the studt•nt. rm
id-eas. The prcsi
be approachable and
rm approachable. I
authority.
Name one incident thlt
in which you have il·
ability to act efficlcorrectly to carry out
which would have some
ble influence on the curicies of either the adminlthe faculty or the student
a whole.
: I think by wantinl

instance you are nar.
down quite a bit. This
council I've been a
all the things that coun<'il
I was on the committ
for reps on faculty
has bN•n the last hi&
council has taken thi1

If elected, do you in·
follow this philosophy
would you apply it to an
is currently of major
concern at this univeryou do not agree with
present philosophy what
would you ad-vocate
you apply it to an
is of current student
11 this university?
l agree with the philosoilly. I think what's im-

what this universi>ty is
!xternally in relation to
Jrersities in Canada, and
is happening here in
university for the stuis where I think I
some changes and
up the program,
I'd like to see an
orientation week for
extended over a two
to familiarize them
before they register
shortening of reWhether an athletic
or a fine art centre,
also being planned,
•me first is also debatrhaps Cultural Affairs
e this over and extend
~ram. It is issues like
tith pertain to the stu. ur university which are
:How do you feel a more
system of problem comcan be established at
in regards. to the
1on, the faculty and
body?
l think having a faculty

udent Council is importopenings being made
councils and
students, can help the
uf communication. The
be spread over Counit a hub .rather than
tal!on where things go
way, you can have an
of ideas, a constant
and just informa·s going on in the
Administration, and
body. The thing is,
Council this year,
t;~pe will be involved;
rnething we'll have to
11 down on.

ifW

Do you feel that CounMtn led down the garden
placing too much trust
ind the administra·

I think

for two
together involves
fa1th and trust.
~ork

King

where the other is heading. I feel
that if the administration has
enough faith in us to allow us on
committees, this is not a blind
trust.
CORD: One of the major problems as president is uniting the
conservative and radical elements
on council. How do you propose
to deal with this problem to push
through much needed legislation?

King: In a council there has to
be a blending of ideas and a certain amount of give and take.
Where a conservative would slow
things down, he would also take
a good look at it, but a radical
keeps you on your toes. Where
you have two radically opposed
ideas coming together, you're
bound to get the best of both.
CORD: Are you in favour of a
Student Union pub on campus and
liquor in the residences? If so
how would you implement these
actions?

lnt
g: I bt"lieve its basic phllY :has been co-nperation
he administration and work·
(Contmued ou puue l J

King: The Kirk policy, I think,
is the big freeze on this question.
I think, in participating as much
as possible in the projects of
Council, I have contributed efficiently in helping to determine
policies of the student body as a
whole. Such things as orientation
and initiation last year, working
on the Student Secretariat. As
chairman of one of the committees in the secretariat, this has
involved me in investigating matters that pertain to this school as
far as rules and problems that
might arise. This is important because before you can establish
a hard core policy, you've got to
have the facts behind you, and
be able to decide wisely. This, I
think is where I have contributed
greatly.

Jim Ireland

King: I'm definitely in favour
of having a pub in the new SUB
and it wouldn't be hard at all to
incorporate the pub into the plans
which have not yet been finalized.
I can see starting off bringing
liquor into the residences by beginning with the grad residences
and possibly progressing to the
other residences if it worked. The
good majority of students in grad
residences are 21 or over although
there may be a few who are not.
But this problem is nothing compared to that faced in -the other
residences.
CORD: Considering the CUS na·
tional convention at Guelph, Sept.
1968, and the Convention on Stu·
dent Unionism held at WLU, what
role should WLU play in Canada's
university community as a whole?

King: I think Lutheran should
play an active interested role but
we shouldn·t ignore the problems
on our own campus in favour of
getting a national union. You
have to be solid at home before
you can hope to achieve solidarity
in other places. However, ifs a
good idea and should be looked
into fully at every chance we can
get.
CORD: Why are you running
for Student Council President?

King: I think I can do the best
job. I have done a good job preYiously; I am interested in student affairs and in what the students think. I think I can represent them well.
CORD: Name one incident this
school year in which you have
illustrated the ability to act effi·
ciently and correctly to carry out
a decision which would have
some considerable influence on
the current policies of either the

research Funds needed
the University of
Ontario says Oanadian
may have to be nata secure adequa·te supI!H;(]ical research.
A. \lcCarter, director of
cancer research laborIn the Fe-bruary issue
Forum thalt a recent
Canadian univerare not profacilities for med- al!Jh•ough t.hey
the only places
done.
says t1he financ-ial
lbe medical schools are
tliat the provinces may
lblc to meet the·ni - cerrould not. Regional
in we·aHh, attitudes
reflected in
i'll scioo.liific

administration, the faculty, or the
student body as a whole.

major student concern at this
university? If you do not intend
to follow this philosophy, what
would you propose and how would
you apply it to an area which is
currently of major student concern at this university?

Ireland: Well basically I agree
with the Student Union philosophy. Some of the things around
here are archaic, such as the
situation concerning alcohol rules
-I'm not quite sure what you
could do about them now, but
they definitely have to be changed
and should be.
CORD: How do you feel a more
effective system of problem c:ommunication can be established at
this university in regards to the
administration, the faculty and
the student body?

Ireland: Well, basically I'm for
student representation, but not
student control of any body that
concerns the faculty or the administration. I think the administration should have the upper
hand.
CORD: Do you feel Council has
been led down the garden path
by placing too much trust in the
administration and the faculty?

Ireland : No I don't. I think the
council realizes what the administration and the faculty have reserved reservations about letting
students in and they realize they
have to proceed at this slo·wly.
They have laid a good groundwork for participation this year
and the coming years.

CORD: What do you feel the
basic philosophy of this year's
Student Council has been?

Ireland : Well, I think the Student Council of this year has been
interested in closer communication between the administration
and the students and I know there
has been a lot of behind the
scenes stuff they have bel'n doing-meeting with the administration and trying to improve relations wi·th students and the administration.
CORD: If you are elected, do
you intend to follow this philoso·
phy and how would you apply it
to an area which is currently of

CORD: One of the major problems as council president is uniting the conservative and radical
elements on council. How do you
propose to deal with this problem
to push through much needed
legislation?

Ireland : I don"t like to brand
anyone consen·ative or radical. I
think they·re all concerned with
getting things done. The basic
problem is some want to go slower and some want to go faster.
In that case, council would probably have to be middle of the
road.
CORD: Are you in favour of a
Student Union pub and liquor in
the residences? How would you
implement these actions?

Ireland: I'm in favour of a Student Union pub and that would
have to be in the new Student
Union Buildin~. The Ontario Li-

quor Laws state that if you're
under 21 you can't drink. One
solution for this would be placing all those over 21 in one residence, but this would be a form
of discrimination. If we could get
special occasion permits we could
have a Thursday night pub.
CORD: Considering the CUS
National Convention at Guelph,
1968 and the National Convention
on Student Unionism held at
WLU, what role should WLU
play in Canada's university com;
munity as a whole?

Ireland: I don't think Canada
can afford to have two national
student unions. CUS can be used
and should be used to further student interest with the gov't. of
Canada and the Ontario government. The only thing I'm opposed
to is the fact that it seems to
have gotten into the hands of
the radicals. Students want to
get involved but they're not prepared to go as far as CUS is.
WLU students have voted against
CUS. I propose that there be an
annual referendum on CUS. I
know WLU is prepared to come
back into CUS when the students
decide that it is achieving the
best of what they want.
CORD: Why are you running
for student council president?

Ireland: I want to do something
for this university, especially in
the field of student administration relations. I feel there is a
greater need for communications
between council and the students
and I feel that there . is more to
being a student than sitting
around playing cards and that. I
want to arouse the student body
from apathy.
CORD: Name one incident in
this school year in which you have
illustrated the ability to act efficiently and correctly to carry
out a decision which would have
some considerable influence on
the current policies of either the
administration, the faculty or the
student body as a whole.

Ireland: I have been on the
constitution committee some parts
of which (the constitution) have
been changed by my decisions
and discussion. I represented the
students on the political science
faculty. Here we helped to reorganize Politics twenty. Most of all
I would say I would work. I helped with the shoe shine .for initiation.

Censorship meets legal action
REGINA (CUP) - The Regina
campus student council has begun
legal action to get $4,000 in student union dues which it says
the University of Saskatchewan
administration is holding.
Council had set a deadline of
noon Wednesday (Jan. 29) for the
administration to turn over the
funds, collected before the board
of governors announced Dec." 31
it would not collect student union
fees this term.
The only response from the administration came f1·om prineipal
W. C. Riddell, who said only the

eral government to help even out
regional disparities and provide
national levels of assessme·nt is
an absolute neeessity," he writes.
" But how can we have an effective national science policy when
most of the science is not nation·
al , but pro·vincial?"
Suggesting that a way must be
found txJ nllow the federal government more participa•t ion in
Queen receives
university affairs, McCarter says:
scholarship
Cal.
"Perhaps when the oonstituti on
of Canada is revised bhe universities should be made national
universities. Perhaps jurisdiction
Reva Radunsky, Miss Canadian
and responsibility for the uni- University Queen, will be going
versiti es should be tra.n sfe•rred to California !Jhis mont.h as part
iirom the provinc·e s to lihe govern- · of the a.rtermath of he·r success
men-t of Canada.
a-t WLU during Winter Carnival.
"Suc-h a m ove would di ~ tinct She wiH be flyin.g by TWA as
ly benefit scie nce, but w<>uld sci- provided foc by VISA, a travel
e-nt€ be the only SC'Ction of socie- company.
ty to bt-nefit? This di1·eeot form
The UnJversity of Southern
of &upp•Jrt works in o•t her coun- Ca·l ifotmia awarded Miss Raduntrie-s - perhaps ilt oould WIO·r k sky a scholarship of a course in
in Can~da."
f~J.'Jihioo designing.

board, which meets Feb. 6 in
Saskatoon, can deal with the situation.
Council was also seeking an injunction Thursday (Jan. 30) to
stop the administration from turning the fees directly back to individual students instead of hnnding them to the student union.
Meanwhile a section of the student body began attempts to reverse a student decision to restrict the yoting franchi se in upcoming council elections to those
who had paid their fees on the
voluntary basis set up as an interim measure.
The move led three councillors,
including president Dave Shem·d,

to resign on grounds that the
union had chosen to represent
only itself.
The petition originally callE>d
for reinsh1tement of Sheard and
the other two councillors and the
resignation of left-wing councillors, but this portion was drop.Ped and the petition began gathel·ing support among many who
voted to restrict the franchise 24
hours earlier.
A pamphlet circulated Thursday described the position of
Wednesday's meeting as hypocrisy which could be expeclE>d
"only from a group whose greatest fear is that they should have
to consult the entire student body
in an open election."

TIM HORTON
~ONUTS

OVER 50 VARIETIES
Delicious Fresh Ground Coffee- Hot Chocolate
UNIVERSITY .and WEBER, WATERLOO
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Kulture korner
bt Ludwig Von lchabod

The student body at WLU is
culturally passive, with the exception of the "cliques." All too
many people pay lip service to
the word "apathy" to the extent
that it has become too general
and too common in university
usage. Nowadays, everything is
branded apathetic. A better
phrase is CULTURALLY PASSIVE PARASITES.
Why?
No longer do you, the students,
want to be active. You are more
passive than complacent. You
have let the professionals takeover all facets of art, culture, entertainment and what-have-you.
You do not believe in amateur
standing any more; you retreat
from it as if it were an abomination, or an embarrassing factor in
life. The general trend of thought
is that the professionals do a
better job. You who go to, or
hire, pros feel more comfortable
when you are assured of a good
performance (mainly, because
you've already paid an atrocious
price for it). And no one wants
to courteously squirm through an
amateurish performance, even if
it is done by your friends. My
sympathies, however, many amateur presentations are good. But
then, you want to have it served
on a silver platter first!
The student body is fearful of
being active as a whole. You have
excuses galore for want of telling
the truth. That is the inferiority
complex that makes you insecure.
In short, you are gutless!
Would that you were bolder than
merely being a boulder!
You scoff at presentations in
this university that attempt to
bring out the talent that some of
the students have. You do not
attend culturally stimulating entertainment; you think it's not
good enough for you. You have
to be cajoled, harassed and or
tricked before you are even curious. Even then you sit closest to
the door for a quick exit, at the
instance of dislike.

===RECORDS====
Popular, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special ()rders given
prompt attention)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE

George Kadwell Ltd.
Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831

Double Room For Rent
For Male Students
All kitchen and bathroom
facilities
$9.50 per week, per student
CONTACT:
Mrs. Verbakel
91 Blythwood
Waterloo 744-1528
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And you sit in the Torque, and
vegetate in trivia. But thank
Brahman that culture is not dead
- it's just dormant! And it takes
a hell of a lot of doing to get it
out of you • • • by the few who
try.
This brings to the point about
the "cliques" we have in this
university. Cevtainly, if you are
the "out group" - which the majority of the student body is you may have experienced, at
least once, the difficulty to be
"in" if you just don't nave the
right friends, or right connections
at this university. You grumble,
and probably feel a little bitter
about it, because you can't do
anything to change the situation.
So you fade back into dormancy,
the womb in the Torque. You
can even name a number of exclusive clubs, organizations, or obligarchies in the SUBOG building
alone that is hard to get even a
toe-hold on. (The Cord - for all
its propaganda about needing
new blood and all - is one. You
can get frost-bite in that office
from all those don't-give-a-damnabout-you, friendly eyes. Same
goes for several other organizations).
However, enough of the complaints! There is the good side
to the "cliques" that you may not
be aware of - you being so passive. You don't want to do the
work, but merely to reap the rewards that go with the hard work.
So you let them cater to your
fickle whimsies. And you better
believe it! Those cliques, for all
their faults, (and I do not patronize one bit!) are about the only
people in this university who are
active culturally, and who are doing their thing - for you.•
Culturally, you are a bunch of
passive bastards. You want everything catered to your whims.
There is a university saying
that is very apropos:
For unrestrained candor, know
yourself • • • you certainly deserve it.
Hell! why am I telling you all
this? You already know it. You
don't particularly give a damn
anyway. Do you?

I

Shane Belknap
Dorri Murdodl

1\

If a phys-ed complex was buih on this campus, would you use
Yes. I think a
swimming pool would
be great!

Sure. 1t would be
somewhere to go
campus to spend
free time. You
use the TA very

John Dinnick
Arb II

Yes. I'd probably use
a swimming pool and
gymnastic equipment
-we don't have
this now.

No. I barely have
enough time to eat
these days.

Judi Gedye

Peter Cumming

Arts I

Hon. Arts I

I guess I would. I'd
be all over-using
everything.

•
lOY

Frank ·Takyi
Sci. I

I sure would-I'd Iilce
to see squash courts,
steam rooms.
weights-a pool would
probably get the most
use, though.

Certainly. I think it's
very very necessary
on this campus.

Rick Warren

Jane Richardson
Arts Ill

Arts II

In a f-ew days, y()U wiU be plagued by
innumerable calls from vari()us har·
ried, d~straught, overw()rlred candidates. R-elax. Yoo won't get a call
from Kuti. If y()u're interested in a
sound platform, CALL THE CANOl·
DATE. John Kuti will speak to you
any niglht between 11 p.m. and 1 a.m.
Find ()UJt fo.r yourself about a plat·
form that needs no excuses. Call
744-8681.

The following companies will be present on campus durlnt
next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have In
pointment with one or more of the company representatives
requested to arrange an appointment through the
Office, and leave one copy of their resume sheet at the
ment Office at least one day prior to the interview date.
pany brochures are available at the Placement Office on 1
come first served basis.
FEB.
FEB.
FEB.
FEB.

Board of Publications
CAMPUS DIRECTORY
For the person who is highly motivated, with an outstanding eye
for detail the job requires someone of high intellect and initiative
who can work in liason with the registrars' office supervising a staff
of his own selection.
Any reply, in writing should be made to the chairman of the Board
of Publications, Board of Pubs Office or Mailbox, will be appreciated.
Benefits- competitive.

lOth -CAMJ;>BELL SOUP- Mr. Gower
11th- CANADA PACKERS- Mr. RenQuf
11th-ONT. CIVIL SERVICE- Mr. McLellan
12th- MOSS, LAWSON CO. INVESTMENT DE
Mr. Irwin
FEB. 12th- ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
(Summer Employment)
FEB. 12th- Osgoode Hall Law School wiH speak on
"LAW AS A CAREER"
Room 2C5 - 3:30 p.m. - Prof. Barber
FEB. 13th- SAULT STE. MARIE SCHOOL BOARD
FEB. 13th- GROLIER LTD. (Summer Employment!
Mr. Ferguson
FEB. 13th- CLARKE & HENNING CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS - Mr. McKay
FEB. 14th- GROLIER LTD. (Summer Employment)
Mr. Fergus()n
FEB. 14th- FIRESTONE RUBBER CO. -Mr. Sardo
FEB. 26th- ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
(Summer Employment)
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VaniUa fudge rocks niWat

S ha ne Belknap

Oorri Murdoch

Sure.
somewhere to go Oft
campus t o spend
free time. You can't
use the TA very on

Frank Sambells
Arts II

photo by Wilson

scream, music pulsates as audience grooves
to a new type of electronic music.

Linda Watson
Art s II

waiting about 20
press conference
ty of Waterloo bebad to practice. When
the room, he looked
he wasn't even inafter his manager.
,Jue and white striped
bag in his left hand,
11 down as he came
chair.

as microcameras would come
of his face.
bard to turn the talk
, '"The Leafs aren't
tell this year. They'd
bustling," or skating
to try hockey, but
But Tiny has overproblem, at least in
>n an airplane, on a
a stage performing
Is the sensation of
ukulele is to him
stick is to Bobby
Tiny would
a Leaf player in

Prof. Barber

by Shane
Electric, pulsating, static, exciting, stoned - these were some
of the words that I wrote down
as the Vanilla Fudge entered
its first song last Thitrsday at
the University of Waterloo.
Late because of the foggy weather conditions, the Fudge, dressed in full regalia of some ancient
druid cult, came on to the stage
which was crammed with amplifiers and other musical equip-\
rnent. The drummer, Carmine
Appeci, dressed in black silk
pants and flowing shirt with Bob
Dylan hair was the sorcerer entering upon his throne of "drums.
Equally colourful was the organist Mark Stein who hulked over
the organ with his bear-like form
wearing red tights and a black
velvet hunting style shirt. He, like
Carmine, would move primitively
as if trying to call someone from
above with his elaborate finger
gestures. Lead guitarist Vince
Martell appeared to be a helper
of these mystics. But the person
who led the group in entertainment was Tim Bogert, the bass
player. He mimed his guitar effectively, moving his mouth with
each wierd and guttural tone.
The music flowed from the superb musicians producing a beautiful intercourse among the four.
It pulsated as we were carried

1ny Tim - another si
Anne Welwood
tell you, my dear
and so began my
with Tiny Tim last
Not that it was any-

wiH speak on
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rst time on a
It should have
to him that he
on student
et when I asked him
looked a little startcan the strikes and
Well, that's another
·.his point he was
question which he
losing stride, as
thinking about it
~e turned back to
About that campus
can judge these
I can't. It does
coach in a hockey
like the interferpresident. If we read
today, we see players
influencing the

coach. It's the same with schools
and strikes. The teachers should
run the schools and the students
should get the goals."
Then he went back to hockey.
This constant switching from one
subject to another and back to
the first was all part of the informality and rapport which Tiny
seemed to establish with the
press within a very short time.
The Russians were his next consideration.
"The Russians have momentum. One can never buy the desire to win or zeaL"
He went on to outline a system
of awarding penalties, going especially rough on high-sticking.
'Ibe first offence would cause
the player to be banned for one
month, the second for two
months and the third for ever.
As he rambled on about hockey, I started to notice his
clothes. The old check jacket, the
grey pants (which in spite of his
almost unnatural ideas about
cleanliness were spotted with
what looked like white paint), the
sloppy black socks and brown
shoes and the wide orange and
blue tie all spoke of a by-gone
day, a day when things like that
looked stylish and fine. Now they
only looked poor and ill-fitting.
Tiny is not small - in fact, he
has a sizeable pot belly.
I also looked closely at his
face, remembering bizarre accounts of all the makeup he was
purported to use. I couldn't see
any. Although he undoubtedly
had some on, it was applied skilfully. His hair was curly and
strands strayed here and there.
I started to concentrate on his
words again when the question
of marriage arose. "Are you
married?"
"Oh, goodness, no" He had no
thoughts of marriage. "It's a
wonderful thing for those who
can take it. I'm hard to live
with." He was immediately asked to elaborate.
"I love to be free. I love my
own cosmetics and cleanliness; I
love my own toothbrush. I like
to have my own bathroom and
also be able to listen to m:v records by myself. It would be
hard for a woman."

from slow quiet tones and then
rapidly lifted to a cresendo. The
steady beat of the drums cut a
path as the guitars egged it on.
"Season Of The Witch" seemed
to communicate with the audience
the image and mood they were
trying to convey. The prelud-e was
slow with the dominant lethargic
pagan sound of the organ moving
to a climax interrupted by sporatic bursts of rhythmic loudness
and dri\·ing guitars. With each
member entranced in a world of
his own, yet somehow communicating rhythmically, they summoned the feelings of frustration
and trapped frenzy within us, broken at the end as Vince shouted
"God, you better listen!" Equally
exciting was their new twentythree minute song from their new
album released Monday.
Tim Bogert almost got his bass
guitar to talk, emphasized by his
rhythmic oral gestures. His regulated feedback and Eric Clapton
style wow-wow technique lifted
the audience into ecstasy. As they
descended from their god-like
positions, Mark Stein ended the
show with two words, "peace" and
"lo\'e."
The concert alone would have
confirmed my belief that they
were good performers, powerful
and captivating. At the reception
following, a more human character came forth. Appeci and Bogert

were most candid and talkative
while Stein and Martell were elusive. Their humour seemed to be
the only pressure outlet for them.
This mood prevailed throughout
an interview with Channel 13 as
they answered questions asked a
million times before. Questions
such as how the Vanilla Fudge
originated to which they answered
that they were called the "Pigeons" but it was a bird group. The
frustrations of the interviewer
could not help but be noticed.
After. the televised interview,
whether plagued by guilt or just
plain stoned, Bogert opened up,
Asked about pot, he said he believed it was good, if used like
alcohol and in moderation. He
mentioned that when they recorded "Season Of The Witch," they
were all high. They had just finished recording "Eleanor Rigby"
when Bogert remembered a song
by Donovan which he really liked
called "Season Of The Witch."
From this Stein be_at out an impro\'isation on the organ and within a half hour of their start at
3:30 in the morning they finished
the song completely stoned.
Like the Supremes, the Vanilla
Fudge can come onto a stage
without much dialogue between
songs; however due to musical
ability and charismatic powers,
they come across much better
than the Supremes ever could.

,•

Of course, once on the subject
of his toothbrush he had to mention his toothpaste. "I've used
Crest for a long time. I believe
in giving things a plug. Oh yes,
I also use Dr. West's Germ
Fighter toothbrush."
When we finally steered him
back to marriage, he summed it
up. "I like to see new things.
Marriage is only good for those
ready to settle down."
By this time questions were
being asked that had probably
been asked and answered hundreds of times. He was asked
about the future - what he will
do when his popularity peters
out.
"Everything mortal
en d s.
Whether tonight or a hundred
years from now, one has to be
prepared. I want to go to Mars
before I die. I'd like to learn
to play the piano."
photo 1Jy Duff
He raised his voice and repeated, "I'd like to learn to play
T iny Tim refaxes before concert only to find a
the piano," and glancing over
torrent of questions and a tirade of fans.
our heads, he grinned mischievously and said in an aside, "I
garding brothers and sisters he he stood along the alleyway
hope my dear manager is listenreplied "I guess I only come in from his dressing room and suding."
We went back to talking of one's"), a reporter from my denly we were cheering wildly,
his belief in life on other planets. newspaper asked him where his we were laughing and looking at
He said it was this love of ad- shopping bag and ukulele were. each other, we were feeling a
venture that led him to change There was a flicker in Tiny's happiness inside that we were
his name so many times. "A eyes and in response his mana- almost ashamed of having, let
change of name starts a new ger appeared immediately to ex- alone admitting. He was no longcycle. My new image came when plain that it was in the next er a freak but a warm and wonI started growing my hair in
room.
derful person.
1954. I had to have something
"But I thought you always
Tiny Tim is a true and excelto go with my high voice."
carried it with you." As I look lent entertainer. He proved this
"I got the name Tiny Tim in
back I can remember that for a beyond doubt that night. With
1963 from a manager who was few seconds tlie atmosphere was old songs sung in a new style,
a great fan of Charles Dickens." a little tense. Almost immediate- new ones sung in an old stYle
He started with his new image ly there came the reply, "Well, and interspersions of inimitable
in the Village in New York and I'm sure it's here in spirit." This dancing, he kept the audience
he's stuck with it ever since.
was the only note of falsity, the applauding and cheering for 45
What is the Tiny Tim image only time the guard was down,
minutes. He threw his tie into
today? Well, Tiny has never if it was ever up. After all, he the crowd and then the audience
thought about it in those terms. is only human and as a human went wild as he threw his ukuHe's doing now exactly what he he forgot one of his gimmicks. lele into the second row.
did ten years ago. Only now,
Tiny was quite willing to adHis success ·did not end that
people want to listen to him. mit he uses gimmicks. These do night. His success can never end
Yes, they do, although they not detract from his sincerity, in terms of what he has been.
laugh and make inane insinua- but are only used as a means of He may not always draw crowds.
tions. But his only reason for conveying it.
A new' phase will come and
doing what he is doing, as he
The people who came to the Tiny will go back to relative resays, is to sell a song. "I be- concert came to laugh at a freak,
jection as he has known it most
lieve sincerely in everything I
and preliminary groups did not of his life. That does not mean
do."
arouse enthusiasm. Tiny did not he is forgotten, for I can 'never
As his family life was re- immediately mount the stage. forget my encounter with him.
hashed (and to a question re- We could hear him singing as God bless Tiny Tim!
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Cinema Scope
by Valentine

-

DARLING
"Darling" was tailor-made for Julie Christie. If only
she had not known that and if only she was not told
that she was "the new star", to her performance might
have been added a subtlety, yet her self-consciousness
makes her entirely bereft of it. Her reactions were
either positive or negative and showed none of the intermediary gradations which point out a really fine acting
performance. But as Julie Christie said in the movie "Life is full of if-only's", so on with the review.
"Darling", written as a screenpla~y, concerns the am~
bitions of an English girl toward modelling and acting.
The narrator is the girl who is telling her story to a
magazine. After an early marriage she begins an affair
with a television writer (Dirk Bogarde) who leaves his
family for her, just as she leayes her husband for him.
Probably from the melancholic after-effects of an abortion and the boredom experienced as the partner of a
writer involved in his novel, she takes up with a glib
executive (Laurence Harvey). This action ends her life
with the writer who will not tolerate this extra-curri~
cular activity. After many adventures, she marries an
Italian prince with seven children. Then ennui, her affliction it seems, generates an impulsive flight bacK to
England to be seen and bedded by the writer, and finally rejected by him. Through this story are scattered
bizarre happenings such as a Paris orgy, a sequence with
a homosexual photographer, and a male and female
prostitute performing for an audience.
John Schlesinger, the director, while without a de~
finite style, is skillful at cinematic fluency and his sym"Qathetic came-ra fo-r an't!:\e ann c.om"Qosi\.ion v,ive~ a texture to the film which underlines the mood. As a former
actor, he relies on the interplay and rhythm of dialogue
to build his film. Yet he occasionally resorts to the
technique of the "shock-cut" in which the juxtaposition
of scenes is rapid with a shock which is irrelevent to
what follows it. One example is a focus on a frightening
mask which turns out to be a ~hild playing, yet the
shock of the mask has no further relation to the child.
One wonders if the grotesque eroticism such as the
Parisian love-in has any artistic meaning. Is it not "sex
gratis sexis" or how to make a movie sell?
The plot harbours the flaw of the "deus ex machina".
It turns out that the girl is Roman Catholic but we are
not made aware of this until late in the film when we
note her return to religion as depicted by her walk
under an umbrella with a priest. It seems that her
Roman Catholicism is just a device to facilitate her mar~
riage to an Italian.
Even though Julie Christie won an Academy Award
for her role, the acting honours of this film should have
gone to Dirk Bogarde. His low-key performance affected a controlled exterior which suggested his inner turmoil and reflected hiR essence.

ARCHAEO-LOGICAL
FIELD TRIP

Cord gets new editor
A new CORD editor assumed
responsibility this week. John
Andrews, a third year Arts student, was appointed by tbe Boord
of Publications and we-nt into
office on February 1.
Andrews outlined his plan for
the CORD as we11 as his feelings
ahout his position.
"In 1Jhe midst e>f a big staff
change and in the loss of John
Kuti and Ron Bohaychuk, the paper has loot two of the most hardworking and devoted individuals
on the newspaper. Thi-s loss will
be fe<H f(){' some time."

He hopes to make up for this

loss as soon as possible and feels
"after a few weeks the staff
sh.(}u\d be able to work togethe-r
effectively enough to provide the
university with a more complete
outlook on the university community and to provide a more indepth analysis of news whieh i-s
of concern to the university community."
During former editor Ron Bohaychuk's term as Editor-in-Chief,
AndreWIS was News Edit<>r.

Cord Staff

This week's Cord slaves were: Dorri Murdoch, Shane Belknap,
Jean Lapp, Barb Reid, Brian Somers, Joe Fox, Samm, Ray Smith,
Laurie Valentine, and Buffalo Bill Ballard. Special thanx go to Ron
(exEIC), Helmut (your article will appear next week) and the old
pro Bill Duff.

Board of Publications
PHOTO MANAGER
This position will be filled by someone who has not only, a keen
interest and outstanding ability in photography but is able to direct
the activities of a staff of approximately 6 people including both
Cord Photo Editor and Keystone Photo Editor.
'l'ne position a\so requires the care am\ use oi tnousanus oi d.o\\ars
worth of equipment.
All those interested persons should apply in writing by February
24 to the Chairman of the Board of Publications in the Board of
Pubs Office or Mailbox.
Benefits - adequate.

Board of Publ.cations

Total cost to a student will be approximately $1,000.00 including all travel and accom~
modation, special lectures and field trips, etc.
Some scholarship assistance is available.
The University will be happy to provide a
letter to employers (School Board, etc.) if it
is desired.
peadline for application is March 15. Con~
tact Norman Wagner for further details.

COTner

Onta
Phone 742-1

AD MANAGER
Reporting directly to the Chairman of the Board the man we seek.
must be a self starter. Creative and highly motivated, he must be
an able administrator to direct the activities of branches and sales·
men, and deal with selected national accounts.
Renumeration will be paid according to his administrative and sell·
ing ability.

FACUL

T

Reply in writing to the Chairman of the Board of Publications by
February 24, Board of Pubs office or Mailbox.

February
P€!r~ns

NEAR EASTERN STUDIES 34

A full credit course will be offered in
June 1969, in which 25 students will study
Near Eastern archaeology on the spot. Fol~
lowing preliminary readings, students will
leave on or about June 1 for 30 days, spend~
ing one week in Lebanon and Egypt, two
weeks in Israel and a final week in Greece
and Italy. A Waterloo Lutheran University
professor of archaeology w!Jl be in charge
at all times.

samm: I've
and maybe
brag about
can I do to qui
up: Beware

oard of ubrcations

interested
annual exhibit of
sketches, sculpture,
trafts. Pick up an
brary and submit

CHAIRMAN
BUSINESS MANAGER
'l'he men we seek are highly creative and imaginative. qualified and
ambitious, willing to accept responsibility with the desire to devote
themselves to the job.
These openings are made available by the graduation of our top
executives. They involve the administration and supervision of all
the divisions of a multi-line conglomerate, responsibility for the
largest budget under Students Administrative Council.
Reply in writing by February 24 stating qualifications to the Chair·
man of the Board of Publications, Board of Pubs Office or Mailbox.
Salary - negotiable.

STARRI

unday
1£1
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Library-a nice place to visit
: Karen likes to use me. I used to be friends
and she used to be friends with me. It all
Psychology class one day, I walked in and
I and I liked her as soon as I saw her. And
afterwards I found out that she had a boythat she is using me to make him jealous
I do.
ONE DOWN AND TWO TO GO.
If there's anything worse than being
you're being used. You'd better get

•

•

•

: I've got a terrible room-mate. He is permaybe worse. In fact, he is worse. All he
about the various girls he goes out with.
I do to quiet him down a bit? UP A CREEK.
tp: Beware of creaks baring gifts.

*

•

*

llmm: I'm a reasonably intelligent girl who has

•

IODS

on a boy in my class. The only trouble is that
endowed and he seems to prefer girls that
. What can I do.
BUSTED.
endowed: You have a weighty problem. I
hat you talk to your grandmother.
lddress all your romantic problems to samm at the Cord

reasonable problems will be dealt with.

only, a keen
able to direct
including both
nds of dollar
by February
the Board o(

i1£N eo~

'N"

FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE

Under LCBO

Recently Renovated

Take Out Orders and Reservations
Phone: 7 42-4488, 7 42-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road

Ontario and Duke Streets
Kitchener, Ontario
742-1404

J~SSOP'S

ciean8rs

KITCHENER /WATERLOO

LIMITED

One oot 101f statistics is a rather inaccura·te de,s cription of the
complex process o! buying books.
Oomptroller Tamar•a Giesbrecht
rev-e.aled book money is appt"'pri·
ated by tJhe Budget Oommittee
after i!t has considered the· recommendation of the librarian. This
recommenda·tion is drawn up after consultati{)n wibh the department heads. Special funds, designated by donors for library
acquisitions i!n a particular d·iSCi·

FACULTY - STUDENT - STAFF
Publications by

TDISPLAY
february 10 - March 15, 1969
interested are requ~&ted to subm~t entries for this
exhibit of talent. Oategories include paintings,
sculpture, photography, mobiles and otJher ha.ndiPick up an entry form from the Main Desk. J..i.
~ submit entries by Feb. 3, 1969.

g.r:amme wivh books, regardless of
the number of students enrolled
in that faculty, he said.
Neither Terrence Scully nor
Norman \Vagner had any complaints about their departments'
respective allottments. Wagner
was concerned about the time
spent choosing and or d e r i n g
books. He suggested one faculty
member of each deparbment be
appointed to do all of the necessary research and ordering of
books.

Bergsma re-elected by landslide
John Bergsma was re-elected
president of the University of
Waterloo's Student Federation
by a substantial majority February 3.
He received 1537 of the votes
which placed him far ahead of
his closest rival, Larry Burko,
who received 587 votes. A third
candidate, Golemba, managed
only 172 votes.
In a CORD interview, Bergsma
said he would need a strong
council with experience to effectively carry out the planned re-

forms. These reforms will deal
mainly with questions of education and participation in the
decision making at the University of Waterloo.
He said he would like to de·
centralize Federation activities
by giving more active roles to
the various societies on campus.
He felt many of the roles of each
overlap so that this would have
little affect on the efficiency of
the Federation.
He gave statistics which showed his support on campus was

Local boy makes good
WLU's Student Council named
Ron Bohaychuk, outgoing Cord
Editor, to an Athletic Commission
to study the need ·for an Athletic
Complex on campus. The appointment occured at a Council meeting Thursday, January 30.
Bohaychuk expressed the need
for such a complex on this campus. He said he would study the
various campus nearby to deter·
mine what facilities are offered
at these universities and how
they serve their respective stu·
dent bodies.
"It seems senseless that such
facilities should not be available
for student use," Bohaychuk
said. "We spend a large portion
of the activity fee for athletics,

WATERLOO SQUARE - Phone 743-1651

and saln .....

pl:ine, arre honoured. These donations do not reduce normal apro·
priations.
The number of books purchas·
ed, according to He.ad Librarian
Erich Schultz, depends not o,n ly
on the number of students in the
discipline but also on· the number
of courses offered in that discipline, and the number of new
books published in the field. The
university must be able to sup·
port all f a c u l t i e s in Hs pro-

Written applications
for Students' Administrative Council Secretaries (69 - 70) are
now being accepted
at the S.A.C. office.
Applications c I o s e
Thursday, February
13, 5:00 p.m.

yet the average student gets little
return for their money. Many of
our students have tried to use the
athletic facilities provided by the
University of Waterloo, but even
these facilities are crowded."
The commission set up to study
the problem will be made up of
Coach Knight, Ron Bohaychuk
and a person to be named by
Colin McKay, Director of Educational Services. The commission
will present a brief to the Cam.
pus Planning Committee in a
few weeks.

about equal in the major faculties of UniWat. The out-term
backed him with 84 per cent
of its vote.

3-year term
recommended
Chairmen otf departments will
now be instated through a policy
proposed by Dr. Basil Healey.
Three-year terms were recommended by a committee headed
by John McMurray.
After the three-year term the
department chairman may be reelected. Any eiection will depend
on the mutual agreement of the
Dean of the faculty the department involved. Rec'o mmendations
will be made to the Board of Govern{)rs which will make the formal appointment.
One-third of the de,p artments
will come up for review each
yealf. Healey said they would
starrt with the ones having the
Longest incumbencies. "This is
new and we'll just have to feel
our way," said Healey.
He also revealed the administration and Boatrd could veto a
decision.

•
a new look
Teach-in g1ven
Waterloo Lut,heran University
will have a teach-in, and it will
1ast most of the week of February 16th.
'Dhe teach-in was originaUy
conceived by John Kuti, senior
class vice-principal, and shelved
to Re.adi.ng Week or some weekend by the administ,rati>On and f>a·
cu1ty. Helfbert Whitney, head of
the Culturnl Affairs Committee,
said it was decided to hold the
teach-in while certain distinguished people were on campus.
Foikas, Vancouvtt's town fom,
will be on campus from Sunday
to Wednesday of that week, David Depoe has tentatively agreed

to come."
"There's a great deal of organization yet to be done," said
JoJm Kuti. "Five or six class·
rooms will be set aside and people can wander in and out of
them. This will be from 10-12
and 1-4 0111 Monday. Certain area-s
will be discussed such as the
phi~osophy of education, universHy struture, faculty-student-administration communication, and
university problems."
It will all be fairly unstructured with announcements coming
out as people deeide t() give papers. "So1me classes will be can·
celled, hopefully," he sa,id.

Board -of Publications
KEYSTONE EDITOR
CHIAROSCURO EDITOR
ON CAMPUS EDITOR

. qualified and
desire to devol
tion or our top
1pervision of all
sibility for U
neil.
~ ns to the C'hairhice or Mailb

STARRING: Vanessa Redgrave
David Hemmings

February 9th
1E1

8 p;.m.

Only those who are creative, energetic, enthusiastic and honest will
be interested in these positions. We offer unlimited opportunity to
express your degree of creative ability. These jobs involve the administration of staffs of up to 10.
If you feel you have the necessary qualifications and motivation
please reply in writing before February 24 to the Chairman of the
Board of Publications in Board of Pubs Office or Mailbox.
Salary and Benefits open to negotiation.
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UniWat goes down

Jock talk

Hawks extend wins to six

by Paul Matteson

by Joe Fox
The
basketball
Golden Hawks
If Coach Lockhart and his Golden Hawks face a
extended their winning streak to
' difficult task in jockeying for the National Collegiate 6 games and their league record
Championships then the fast pressing game of the to 6-1 in last week's basketball
Hawks will have to win on play rather than the excel- acti,O'n. The high flying Hawks
came on in the final mo•ments to
lent moral thai prevails as of now.
bea,t the Plumbers from U of W
The defence of the Hawks has progressed steadily in 71-61 on Wednesday night and
the la:;;t series of games. Fast rebounding and close trounced the O.I.A.A. league's
newest membeT Brock Unichecking have been a big determinent in the Hawks' f,ive versity 96-53 in St. Oa.tharines last
Saturd,ay.
game winning streak.
The games againm the U of W
Lack of experience will play the greatest role against
arc always the hig.hligM of the
the experienced Osgoode team, with many 2 or 3 OQAA season and the Hawks and their
mature players. Provided the players play each game supporters really lil' • to beat the
t>ne by one then the Hawks stand a chance of beating Warrio-rs. The Hawks took full
advantage of the home couPt and
the undefeated o~goode team.
responded to the noisy turrn-out
The zone defence with man to man principles could of fans to pull t.l• ~ game out of
be an asset to the Hawk:;; in the remaining games.
tlhe fire. It will be a different
Support by WLU students could be a major factor in story whe·n the teams meet again
seeing the Hawks reach the finals. Moral being high now down 11he ro-ad on Saturday. Feb.
must be maintained only through confidence in the team 22 unle9S the Hawl:s play better
basketbaU.
by large attendance at home games.
The Brock Generals arc winIf we get the support I know the Golden Hawks can less in this, theit· first year of
trounce Osgoode and make them realize where the league .!Ompetition and showed
powerhouse in B-ball is in Canada.
why in their game agains-t the
Hawks. Unable to cope with the
WLU press, the Generals were
forced lo turn over the ball time
OIAA BASKETBALL STANDINGS
after time and also ran into fo·ul
trouble. With a 57-28 lead at
GP
F
A
Pts.
L
half"lime, Coach Lo-ckhavt took
Osgoode
6
6
0
459
3!12
12
advan,tage of the situation and
1
Lutheran
6
5
499
389
10
substituted freely.
Claude Torzetto was the lone
York
4
2
2
264
300
4
bright light for the Geq1erals and
2
45!1
4
Laurentian
451
4
6
l.ed the game's scoring with 30
2R3
Ryerson
4
1
3
310
2
points. Also impressive was Wal0
Brock
368
493
6
6
0
ly Dick until he was fouled out
early in the game. Sandy Nixon
Leading Scorers
aQd Bob Bain did most of the
Hawks' scoring with 19 and 26
GP
FG
FS
Avg.
Pts.
points respectively.
Dick (B)
50
6
35
135
22.5
The Wanior tilt wasn't exact(L)
2!1
Owens
6
51
21.9
ly an exhibition of great basket6
49
22
120
Gillian (L)
20.0
ball but what was lacking in finNixon (WL)
42
6
34
118
19.7
ess·e was made up in excitement.
The Hawks were in the hJ,le most
of the game but gradually look
control as time wore on.
Led by frosh Tom Kie,sweiter,
the Wardot•s look an 8 point lead
early in the game and kept a similar p:l'int spread for most of
the game. Warrior guards Kieswclter, Jaan Leaniste and Stan
Talesnick broke the Hawks'
ihearts with shots from 30 feet
out. The Hawks helped bhem out
OAAA HOCKEY STANDINGS
by tht•owing the ba1l-away sev-er.
GP
T
F
Pts.
w
L
A
al times.
The large number of steals the
Laurentian
12
6
0
0
50
20
6
Wat'!·iors made was the main facYork
4
19
4
8
0
0
13
tJor in their early domination o·f
Ryerson
4
0
1
18
3
11
6
the game. 1'hl-'y stole the baH 21
Lutheran
19
6
3
3
0
33
6
times, 12 in the .first half, com·
O:;goode
6·
6
0
19
0
51
0
pared to 13 steal.s for WLU for
Brock
6
0
20
46
0
6
0
the whole game.
Kiesweiter got 3 fouls and was
Results - York 5, Brock 4; Lutheran 12, Brock 3; taken
out by coach Do.n Pugliese
Lutheran 10, Osgoode 3.
and the Hawks wet•e ail>le tJo bring
the baN up the court more successfully. This slight rally closed
the gap and score was 35-39 at
the half.

The Hawks didn't score a point
for the first 4 minutes or the
second stanza and the Warriors
one<! again took a commanding
lead. With about one quarter left
to play, the Hawks responded to
the fans' prompting and began
to close in on the lead. This rally
was aided when Jaan Laaniste
intentionally dropped Bob B.ain
w~~h a obviO<us push and the
crowd really came lo life. Erlthusiasm reached a peak with
8:15 left in the game when the
Hawks tied the score at 56. Wl•en
the local heroes went ahead for
the first time seconds later, it
was obvious the Warriors were
be a len.
The Hawks slowed the game
down to their own pace and were
in control to the end.
Sandy Nixon and fro<>h Wally
Escott were the main fac-tors in
the Hawks' victory. Nixon ran
into difficully bringing the ball
up the cout·t in the fir<>t half but
regained his coo.l and resumed
control of lhe Hawks' offence .
He also lead the team's scoring
with l9 points, most of ~hem from
ou-tside. Perhaps his most signi·
ficanl cJntrib••tion, however. ~~oas
Hrmiting W a r r i o r sharpshooter

Jaan Laanisle to 15
isle is usually the bt
u or w but dtdnl
against Ntxon.
Wally Scott pla)ed
game of the sea n.
ing 17 points he coli
of the rebounds and
job on defence. The
rc-bcmnded the
Doug Bain also played
game and is improl'ln
indicated by the 15
scored again~t the
The refereeing of
Pherson and Bert
notch below their u u
dard. They calll'd a
which is okay, but
to be making up
Wednesday. They
impre~ive when one
led a play one way and
er in·Lerpreted it exact
The Hawk~' n('Xt
nH.e (Friday) in the T
St. John Fisher of
N.Y. The squad will bt
after its recent succ
upset the visitor> and
e-arlier loss to the
Saturday the team
Carleton. then play, at
on Tuesday.

w

un

Blues are hidden giant

This week's intramural basketball games uncovered a hidden
giant in the form of the Blue
Boys.
The Blue Boys were predicted
as fourth place finisher~. however,
after their complete annihilation
of the Green Reeds. thev must be
ranked number one. l'he score
was 68-22. Ranson netted 11. McMullen drove in for 16, and MacMurray added 18. Heslop was
tough under his own basket, pulling in 13 rebounds.
In game two. the Red Guard
was bbslcd by the Green Gunners 46-22. For the winners Moffat grabbed 10 points. and Saccaricia popped in 12. Hume managed 16 for the losers.
The third game was closely
contested, but the Yellow Rags
puHed by the Green Guys 44-40.
Donnie Fielding scored 18 points
for the Rags, MacDonald shot for

8, and Neil added 2 points. Top
scorer for the losers was Psutka
wilh 12 points.
The final game had only 3 fouls
called by the referees, Blackie
and Etches, who did a,n excellent
job.
The four stars of this week had
to be Dave Ranson and Bobby
McMullen of the Blue Boys, Hume
of the Red Guard. and Donnie
Fielding of the Yellow Rags.
STANDINGS

team
games
saints
3
jaundice jumpers 3
green reeds
3
red wagons
3
yellow boys
3
blue boys
3
red guard
3
green guys
3
blue swampies
2
yellow rags
2
green gunners
2

•

points
2
6
0
4
0
6
2
2
4
2
2

photo

It's a hot week for the Basketball Hawks.
Another championship in the offing?
the

Basketball Hawks on winning streak
The basketball Golden Hawks
are in excellent morale after a
five game winning stt·eak over
the last couple of weeks.
Coach Lockhart said, "the
team is improving greatly with
the heavy schedule of league and
exhibition games." Most of the
boys are freshmen, so Lockhart
expects little change next year.
The Hawks, placed second in the
O.I.A.A. standings, must win all
of their remaining league games
in order to have a crack at first
place. Osgoode, top of the league
must lose its remaining game
with us.
"Osgoode has 2 or 3 O.Q.A.A.
cage ball players who are excellent ball handlers and more rna-

ture players", Lockhart said.
This makes for a hard game for
the Hawks who are not physically as strong or mature as the
Osgoode team.
Lutheran relies heavily on the
services of Sandy Nixon and Bob
Bain. Nixon is averaging 19
points per game while Bain is
shooting 15 points a game.
11he Hawks' pre9S has proved
valuable with an a\•erage of 100
points for and 64 points against
in league play.
,
The Hawks have played 13
games. Seven of these are league
games with only one loss. This
loss was only the second in six
seasons of league play. This suecess is due to a perfecting of a

as a lack of serious
Exhibition games
been a strong focal P1l
cess for the Hawks th
the six games the I!
won only one. The
prove to be a good
ground for the semt
Hawks reach thtm
said, "preparation for
games can only be
through a heavy schcd
th.e team must perfect
This week the
three exhibition game
day night they play tM
Friday night again t
Fisher at home
against Carleton at

Happiness 1s a warm Cord. Join Now!
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